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THE EMPIRE'S NEW IMAGE 
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Anyone who had a 
nodding acquaintance with  
consciousness during the 1960s 
probably heard a song called The
Universal Soldier. Written and 
sung by an American llidian 
named Buffy Ste-Marie,.-_,a:nd 
covered by countless other wbuld
be troubadours, it could safely be 
dubbed the universal anti-war 
song. 

So it was with 
equal measures of surprise and 
disgust that, 20 years later, I saw 
Ms. Ste-Marie on 1V, peiforming 

· August 1986

the theme song from the · 
unabashedly militaristic film, An
Officer and a Gentleman, 
accompanied by a detachment of 
U.S. Marines, who did a modified 
goose step around her in time to 
tlie music. 

But far be it from 
me to waste time scolding an over
the-hill folk singer for recognizing 
that war is back in fashion and 
making haste to cash in. What 
was more significant to me was 
the subtle but powerful message: 
· it's time to forget about the fuzzy-

.
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headed liberalism of a. more 
idealistic era, and. turn our 
attention to more grown-up 
activities, specifically, lhe pursuit 
of money and power without 
regard for conscience or 
consequences. 

It is this sort of 
attitude that the New American 
Empire requires, and if public 
opinion polls are to be believetb, is 
obtaining from its citizens. , he 
upwel ling of so-called 
"[:!atriotism" that has been 
afflicting us since the onset of the 
1980s resembles nothing so much 
as the mindless fervor evoked by 
one Adolf Hitler in the heatj.y pre
war y__ears of the ultimately-less
than-Thoustind-Y ear-Reich. 

Hitler was ahead of 
his time when it came-to the mass 
marketing of political ideologies, 
but he was a piker in terms of 
today's media apparatus, which zs 
so powerful tliat it affects even 
those who make a conscious effort 
to avoid its influence. Much of 
what passes for conversation these 
days, even among the relatively 
sophisticated, consists of catch 
plirases from TV sitcoms and 
commercials. If the media decide, 
seemingly as one, that patriotism 
and militarism are "in' again, the 
only subject left to argue zs where, 
when, and now much killing 
should be done in fulfillment of 
those ideals. Left unmentioned is 
the possibility tJiat love of counn 
can be �ressed by any other 
means than blind obedience to 
government and aggressive, 
football-style rooting for whatever 
murderous adventures o ur 
"leaders" choose to engag_� in . 

LOOKOUT! 

that can be drawn our and 
manipulated. Historians still 
ponder how Hitler managed to 
whip the. seemingly civilized 
German f opulace into a wildly_
irrationa blood lust. It's a gooa 
questipn, especially sin�e there's 
no evidence that Americans are 
any less gullible, and Ronald 
Reag�n is, if anytfiing

1 
afar more 

effective snake oil salesman than 
t1ie mustachioed little tyrant of 
yore. 

This is  the 
Information Age, we are ·told 
again and again, and between 
communication satellites and· 
computer linkups, g l o b a l  
networks and mainframe 
interfaces, it's e� to start 
thin£ing of ourselves as mere 
cybernetic cogs in the one great 
techno-organzsm. And to an 
extent, willingly or not, we are. 
The frightening thing is the ease 
with wliich we can su"ender our 
individuality. The need to belong 
is powerful and the J!ressures to 
conform are possibly stronger 
than they have ever been in 
hist(Jry,· the very idea of privacy is 
rapidly becoming obsolete. 

But one of the first 
maxims coined by computer huffs 
was the seemingly self evident,. 
"Garbage in, garbage out." If, in 
an age centered around 
·information, we are fed a steady_
diet of manipulative imagery ana 
outright lies we can not expect the 
delicate balance between reason 
and instinct to remain unJ?7.Paired. 
If our brains become dumping_ 
grounds for the basest residues oJ 
greed and ill-conceived ambition, 
should we be surp_rised when 
tryimt to carry out the simp_[est o.f 
good intentions seems to be an
endlessly burdensome task? 

A simple fact oj
modern life is that our awareness 
is constantly under assault by_ 
fellow being! of the !;est. ana 
wor!t pos_szble _m9tzva_tzon�. 
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Tuning out is no solution,· there is 
so much we must learn and know 
if we ar.e to have a chance of 
surviving in any reasonable 
fashion on this planet. Th e 
climate of ideas may be 
dangerously polluted, but that 
doesn't mean we can afford to 
stop thinking, anJ. more than we 
could stop breathing as a defense 
against polluted air. 

In. my more 
mystical davs as a young hippie I 
remember listening to tales of the 
ancient civilizations of Atlantis and 
Lemuria. In those times, the story 
went, humans had grown so 
advanced that there was virtually_ 
no distinction between the mental 
and the physical, and the 
concentrated power of a collective 
idea was an infinitely greater force 
for destruction or creation than 
any of the crude energy sources 
we employ today. Th o se 
civilizations s up p o s e dly 
disintegrated without a trace when 
the combined intelligence of their 
citizenry reached critical mass, 
leaving it impossible to prove or 
di�p,:ove the legends of their 
existence. 

Whether these 
stories passed down. to us from 
ancient times have any basis in 
truth is not important, but it is 
interesting how an archetypal 
mythology could so eerily mirror 
tlie situ.anon in. which we are fairly 
suddenly finding ourselves to<!aj. 
0 utside ihe fevered imaginations 
of a few Doctor Frankensteins, the 
concept of artificial intelligence did 
not even exist when I was a young 
man,· now we are told that within a 
few years much of the world will 
be run by it. If that is to be true, it 
should only make it all the more 
clear how vitally important it is 
that the intelligence coursing_ 
through our veins remains the real 
thing. 

The "We'r e 
Number 1, USA All the Way" -
psycholpgy being used to sell 
everything from namburgers to 
religious fanaticism is not a 
harmless way of blowing off 
steam when the combatants being 
cheered on are the world's nuclear 
superpowers. There is a violent, 
hostile streak in all of us -- if you 
doubt it, take an avowed pacifi.st 
and put him behind the wlieel of a 
cpr stuck i!J, rush hour traffic --
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If You Have to Ask What it M�ans, 
You Wouldn't Understand it Anyway: 

THE DISEMBOWEWNG OF l\!10DERNART 
The rise of popular culture that coincided 

with the arrival of the twentieth century must have been 
fraught with rromise for 9Qalitarians; at last, they could
hope, contra of the esthet1c a9enda would be wrested 
from the robber barons and inbred nobility who had 
patronized the arts since ancient times and handed over 
to the general public who would choose, by that most 
democratic of means, their pocketbooks, the sort of 
creative efforts that best embodied the values and 
aspirations of the human race. 

At least that's what art Is supposed to be 
about, isn't it? Let's make it clear right now that I'm talking 
about Art with a capital A, comprising music, dance, 
theater, as well as paintin9, writmQ, and sculpture, in 
short, all the ways that mystics and visionaries attempt to 
transform the barely perceptible into the universally 
understood. Which should also make it obvious that to 
me, above all , art Is about communication. 

But communication of what? It's an old, 
almost tiresome argument In the "art world" (as if such a 
world existed Independently of the world we all inhabit): 
does the artist have the right or (conversely) the duty to 
imbue his or her work with political or social commentary, 
whether overt or subliminal? But Is such an ar9ument 
necessary at all? Now that art operates, theoretically at 
least, under the free enterprise system, isn't that a 
decision to be made in the marketplace? 

Cynics will, of course, point to Madonna, 
MTV, People magazine, and Friday the 13th movies as 
proof that the democratization of culture has been no 
more successful than its political counterpart. But they 
would be iqnoring the quantum leaps in consciousness 
made possible (though not necessarily achieved) by the 
ideal of art not only for the masses, but by and of them. 
The concept that anyone can, in fact, should be an artist 
has led to the still more radical notion that life itself ought· 
to be lived as a work of art rather than a mere struggle 
against premature extinction. 

There are those who find ideas like that 
both· offensive and dangerous, and it's easy to see signs 
of a conservative backlash that would restore the 
creation, and more importantly, the marketing of art to an 
elite corps of •professionals". Those who make a living 
from the buying and selling of culture have an -obvious 
interest in limiting the business to a closed fraternity. But 
economic factors are not the only, nor even the most 
important criteria determining who gets fat in the art game 
and who _gets to romant ically starve on the fringes of 
society. Though it would be a bit raranoid to posit the
existence of a secret subsection o the CIA devoted to 
guaranteeing that only non-subversive material reaches 
the mainstream of public consciousness, an informal 
conspiracy among business, government, and academia 
limitinQ the parameters of expression to what Is deemed 
"safe" Is not all that far-fetched. 

Until 1961, when the Supreme Court 
abolished most censorship in America, one very effective 
way of dealing with art thought to present a threat to the 
established order was to have it declared obscene. The 
striking down of that barrier was soon followed (though it 
would probably have happened anyway) by a general 

flowering of political and anti-authoritarian music and 
writing tliat played a large part in fanning the flames of the 
discontent that nearly tore this country apart in the 
ensuing years. 

It was no longer unusual for popular 
music, even some network TV programs, to contain 
overtly revolutionary messages. These forms of .. low" 
culture left practicioners of tne "fine arts" scrambling to 
keep up. By the time major playwrights, for example, got 
around to chronicling the 60s, their efforts were little more 
than exercises in nostalgia. Most established painters · 
and poets became at best irrelevant, trapped in the 
ossified remnants of sos-style abstraction. 

The ironic thing was that abstract art (and 
its analogs in jazz and orchestral music) had started out as 
a much-needed rebellion against convention, but by then 
had become the new establishment. Painters risked 
ostracism by creating anything that might be readily 
comprehended by the general public; as a result, the 
most exciting art of the 60s was more likely to. be 
encountered on posters advertising rock concerts or In 
underground comics than It was In the increasingly sterile 
galleries and museums. 

60s iconocJasm eventually made itself felt 
in the most banal of creative enterprises, such as 
advertising, or for that matter, even in religious music. 
But as always, what was revolutionary yesterday becomes 
mundane today and reactionary tomorrow. Music, the 
cultural touchstone of the 60s, especially illustrated that 
tendency: by the mid-1970s, the wild-eyed radicals of the 
rock and roll world had become part of a bloated 
establishment fueled by enormous amounts of money, 
drugs, and ego, and as resistant to change as any of its 
· predecessors had ever been .

Meanwhile, the seeds sown by the 60s 
cultural revolution (not to be confused with events in 
China, which constituted more of an anti-cultural 
revolution--not necessarily a bad thing in itself, either) 
sprouted in other fields, and painting, theater, the arts in 
general, in fact, entered into some constructive 
upheavals that were as exciting as anything seen since 
the 1920s. Prospects for the future looked great, until 
the progressive forces of the art world ran head on into 
the Great Leap Backward of America ·in the ·1"980s� ·-- · · · ·· · 

On the surface, art would appear to be 
healthier than ever: despite the predictable moaning · 
about Reagan's cutbacks in funding (and I was never 
convinced that government aid to tfle arts was such a 
great idea, anyway; our museums and even our city 
streets are replete with monuments to self-indulgence 
and poor taste made possible by bureaucratically 
sponsored dilettantes), lots of artists are making a living 
from their work, and the less successful can always turn a 
buck in the real estate game, a la Soho in New York, 
South of Market in San Francisco, and similar cultural 
condo districts in cities across the land. Kids who a 
couple years ago were decorating subway trains under 
cover of darkness have taken their spray cans into 
nouveau-chic galleries and the sportswear sections of 
major department stores. Any halfway competent break 
dancer has to chance to appear on nationwide TV touting 
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the virtues of Pepsi-Cola, and nearly every week a new 
rock band lands a big-buck contract singing the 
Budweiser or Miller Beer theme songs. 

And as for the more highbrow stuff, there 
are symphony orchestras and opera companies galore; 
tube-watchers have their Masterpiece Theater. But one 
thing the trashiest and kitschiest of pop art has in 
common with many of the noblest (and most pompous) of 
the· •c lassics· is an overwhelming quality of 
i:,ointlessness. Sure, Mozart, Beethoven, and the rest of 
the ganq were geniuses, and it's amazing to hear the 
complexities of their music echoing down through the 
centuries. But face it, it's still just oldies but goodies, just 
like those rock stations that play an endless succession of 
greatest hits from the 50s and 60s. Great to tune into 
from time to time for some relaxation and escapism, but a 
steady diet of it can · leave you feeling a b i t  
discombobulated vis-a-vis the real world. 

And that brings me back to where I 
started: does art exist mainly to provide us with an 
uplifting and strengthening diversion from our workaday 
cares, sort of like regular attendance at the church of our 
choice? Does it demean itself by becoming involved in 
temporal matters as opposed to the eternal verities of 
truth and beauty (which, of course, many artists will tell 
you are utterly meaningless abstractions)1 

Many artists and critics alike make the 
case that the real changes effected by art occur sub i'osa,
in ways that the layperson can't expect to understand. 
Such arguments can take on an almost theological ring, 
as in this statement bY. San Francisco abstract 
expressionist painter Victor HaY.den: • ... it's about energy, 
about affecting it and n:t0ving 1t around ••• it's really about 
altering molecular structure.• But does this serious 
business occur unbeknownst to those of us who don't 
know the code or lack the proper DNA structure? I get 
criticized a lot for using unnecessarily ponderous words in 
my writing (there you go again, as the Prez would say), 
arid believe it or not, I try not to, because I want my work to 
be read by as many people as possible. Does ttiat make 
me less than an art1St, or, horrors, a tnere •popularizer"? I 
think that ideas, well expressed and communicated, are · 
the ultimate form of •altering molecular structure.· And, 
conversely, when they are couched in in-group jargon or 
a private lconography, it's hard to see their effect going 
much beyond ttie artist's own personality. 

Not that there's anything wrong with art 
as psychotherapy, but what I'm talking about here are 
forms of expression meant to be sharecf with the world at 
large. So go ahead and splash bright colors across the 
canv� with your eyes clo�ed {or ,ry to make it look as if 
you did). Gnlnt and moan into a microphone for three and 
a half hours and overlay it with multitracked sound effects 
fed through your word processor. Plop down a three 
story high concrete block in the middle of a city square, 
dangle some rusty I-beams over the edge and title it 
Promstheus Waiting for the Bus. Go ahead, I won't care, 
at least l'U try not to, even if It's ·getting harder and.harder 
to make my way through society without being slapped in 
the eyebalfs by your institutionalized ugliness. 

Because all your mucking around Is 
ultimately disposable, just as the words I'm typing onto 
this page will for the most part end up in some obscure 
· comer of the cosmic dustbin. The fragile echoes of truth
that resonate somewhere within even the most
preposterous and self-indulgent of our efforts will remain,
and as for the rest of it •••• wtio cares? True art endures.
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War on Literacv 
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� under the the9ey that an uninfonned 
and �orant ooouJace is most likely to continue to electing them to 
off'ice, Mendocino County �I!� have voted to clme two of 
the countv's three libraries (Willits an9- Fort Brau). Mmt of the 
money dius saved will go to pay for the wilaly unpopular 
cam�� Against Marijuana Planting (CAMP), which this month 
began its fourth annual paramilitary a'isault against local residents. 

'l'OURIS'l'S SAVED FROM 

SKATEBOARD MENACE . 

The Supes also managed to tear themselves 
away from their lifetime work of paving over Mendocino County 
long enou2h to pass an oldinance ensunng that the� asphalt 
blanket tfiey envision will not be besmirched· bY. unsightly 
skateboarders who as of late have caused a consideratile uproar by 
terrorizing our beloved tourists. 

These reprehensible youths, many of whom 
come from underprivile�!i- homes lacking even the barest 
amenities such as cable TV and who turn their nmes up at 
oerfectly good dishwashing and busboy jobs paying as much as 
$3.SO an liour, have chosen instead to of>struct the sidewalks of 
the Mendocino Village theme park and make it difficult for visitors 
to go about their lawful business of shopping. One merchant, a 
"Tigerlily". Jones, recounted in horror how she had. seen an errant 
skafeboard go out of concrol and strike "a very �ve car.• · 

The skateboard problem reached crisis 
proportions when the San Francisco Chronicle, a major dail,r 
newspaper steeped in the Hearstian tradition of the "yellow press , 
ran a front page expos6 of the ttouble in Mendocino V'tllage, 
including �oros of one youthful de�uent performing stun ts m 
full view of a Bay Area visitor. The pictures were particularly 
disturbing in that the camera revealeci .on the underside of the 
young man's skateboard a decal reading JFA, which, as some 
LOOKOUT readers may not kno_w

1 
stands for Jodie Foster's 

Anny, a nationwide cult cif disaffecrea youth who idolize would
be presiden tial assassin John Hinckley

,. 
�� pll!l to emulate him 

by attacking public off'JCials with their sureooaras. 
The Chronicle article proved to be a_public 

relations disaster for the newly formecr Mendocino County 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. and phones at bed and breakfasts 
and exclusive restaurants were soon ringing off the hooks with 
canceDalions and concerned inquiries. "We've got enough of this 
sort of anarchy in the streets right here in San Ftancise(\" said Dr. 
and Mrs. Leon Firbank, frequent guests at Mendocmo's Hill 
House and well-known collectors ofatiftwood art, •and we're not 
g9ing to s� three hours driving up north for more of the same. 
If� i,e9ple can't even concrol your own children, we'll just go 
to CarriJel mstead. • • 

Faced with such a grave danger to the Mendocino 
economy, supervisors wasted no time in bannins skateboarders 
during business hours. Held over for further discussion was a 

· proposal requiring local residents ·to step into the street and polite! y
avert their CY.es whenever encountenng tourists on the town's
sidewalks. Also set for more study was a suggestion that a series
of alle)'Ways and tradesmen's entrances could make it possible for
Mendocino residents employed in the service sector to go about
their du�es without annoying visitors.
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Dear LOOKOUT:

I read a paper called the Fifth Estat•. It
printed an excerpt from the LOOKOUT stating that
the orltlD of tlle Universal Pricing Code was 130
searchflghts set up by Albert Speer In the
"Cathedral of Light" In 1934 at the Nuremberg Nazi
rally? 

What ts your source for this? I have studied
a lot of Nazi history and have never heard tbls. 

Dear Ken: 

Kenneth Tanner
Chica10 

- Althou_gh the graphic you saw was credited
to the LOOKOUT, the one to talk to about It ts Its
creator, Winston Smith (POB 1535 Ukiah CA 
95482). I can't speak for Winston1 Lut I suspect
that he may have been bending the racts oh so very 
sllthtly for the sake of making a very valid point.
Bul then again, you never know with these artists,
do you?

LL

Lawrence,

I received L OOKOUT#18 safely: and soundly,
It was excellent as usual and I enjo__ved lt
Immensely, yet there were a lew things that I would
like to comment on. 

First and foremost on my mind ls your
article Wllcom• to th• Blmill•••ium. WbJle It ls
true that there have been a lot of very fucked u p
acts committed In the name of Christ and rellalon
In 1eneral, I don't think Christianity or any
rellglon deserves the kind of blanket condemnation
they receive In your article. If you were to speak
�peclfically about the New Right as manifested" by
people like Falwell, Pat Robertson, and others of
that sort, then every aJ1e1atlon and argument In
your article would be Justified. However, you seem 
to overlook that there are a large number of
Christians who do not exploit, with the Bible as
their Justification, as the New Rl&ht
rundameniallsts do. I am speakln& or t h o s e
Involved with the ecumenical movement, the
sanctuary movement, Witness for Peace, and other
groups and movements that attempt to make the
world a more livable, peaceful, loving, and .IJl..s..t.
place. I am speakin& or people like Desmond Tiiiu
or Sister Theresa. I refuse to wholeheartedly accept 
the doi:ma of - any relii:lon, but there are things to
be learned from every rell&lon, belief system, or
perspective. I also tlilnk people should be able to
believe whatever they want to as long as they · don't 
ruck with me or anyone else. One of the areat
things about America · Is tht we supposedly nave
room for all beliefs, lifestyles or any other
expression of the 1amut of Individual differences. 

One or the saddest things about America ls
that at the _moment, and In the past, It has not
lived up to Its promise. Sure, there are people who 
commit atrocities In the name of religion. There
have always been _people who wlll 10 overboard or
who will use rellgfon as a sprln1board for getting
what .t.h..LL want. There ls a precedent r o·r 
selflshneislii relltlous and sec_ular groups. There
are so many people

J 
religious and secular, who are

fightln& against In ustlce; why should we attack

)!eople who are striving for Justice . In the name or
God when we are strlvln& for the same thin& out or
the love of humankind? 

Well, now that I 1ot that across, I'd Just
· like to say that the rest or the ma1 seemed to bit
the proverbial nail on the head. If Tazatlo• is 
Th•ft, What About Prop,rtyt and Th• Day th, 
Music Dl1d... Agal• were very relevant. 

What you say about the counter culture Is
very true. The modern alternative culture has threads
going back quite a way: from the 60s counterculture 
fo the beat movement to Emma Goldman to the
Transcendallsts. I'm sure more examples could be 
mentioned going back further Into history, but
these are some of the most obvious (to m e ) .
Anyway, as far as the here and now, I would like to
paraplirase something that you've written that I
took to heart: "Create __,your own reall� and let the
world come to you." To quote the Fuas, " ... refuse
to be burnt out." Keep on keeplnt on; tr we
become discouraged and &Ive up, thal's Just that
much more of a loss for the world. 

Dear Dan, 

Dan /Thlrtl RaU ztne
Salt Lake City 

I wasn't attacklnf "people who are striving
for Justice In the name o God" or any other people 
for that matter; the object of my derision was the
Institution of organized religion, and Christianity 
In particular, I'm well aware that there are many
wonderful people who subscribe to one rellflon or
another, my own parents among them. What think
you overlook ls that these people would be living
100d lives whether or nof they belonged to a
churchl· it ls their own moral character that
determ nes their actions. Accordln& to the logic
you employ, one should· not attack governments, 
either, because of the numerous gooii thlJtgs that
they accomplish (welfare and food stamp pro1rams,
medlcare and educational aid, delivering the mall,
among others). The danaer of rell1ions or
governments ls not the good people who for one
reason or another align themselves with these
institutions'- but the great evil made possible when 
mllllons or people surrender their own reasoning
power to an allefedly "higher• authority. I'd be
wllllng to bet tha most or the people and aroups
you name _ could achieve even greater thln1s minus
the spiritual Impedimenta they currently lu1 around. 

LL 

Dear Lawrence: 
Thanks for the explanation of t be 

subscription price. Enclosed ls my $10 (I realize
that wnlle I complain about lack of bucks all the
time, some people t..uJ.11 &J:.11. broke), 

I Just 1ot L1Rll{7) UT- #19, and your 4th of
July editorial made me want to share wftll IOU what 
I did on this most momentous of days. The Supreme
Court's decision to allow the states the right to
determine whether private consensual adult sexual
behavior (or "sodomy") ls legal ·or not Infuriated
me. My friend Ray and I wenl Into New York City 
to Join a protest sponsored by the Gay and Lesbian
Actlon Coalition (among other _groups such as the
Peoples' Antiwar Movement, Blaclc and W b i t e
Together, etc.), The protest was attended by about
5000 r,eople (colll@are this to the several fold more
who a tended the Gay Pride march the week before).
We were anary and decided to march to the center of
the festivities, Battery Park. 

To make a long story short, we w e  r e
Insulted, harassed, abusea, detained by riot police,
and generally looked upon as party poopers.
Several persons were physically assaulted by
revelers. I don't understand how people can
participate In an or

'
Y.. or commercfallsm and 

hypocrlSI while the I g he S! Gp u rt ln. 1Ju. l..a...n..d_
Invades their bedrooms and w Ile the IJberty -vieeI
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contained a rormer torture ship, the Esm•r•lda, 
rrom Chile. Some drunken partlers accused us or 
beln1 malcontents and plckln1 the wrona d a y. 
Well, I'm not content to have my civil llbertfes. 
stripped, and Ir not on the day allegedl)' celebrating 
liberty, rreedom and e9uallty, then when? I'm so 
dlsausted and lrustrated; Is this the be1lnnln1 or 
the end or what? 

Dear Editor: 

Tom 
Selden NY 

The centennial or the Statue or Liberty has 
come and gone, and the more I think about It, the 
more I am appalled that the celebratloil

ls 
or boopla11r you prerer, dwelt on what the statue s upp o s e  a

to represent to Americans. Other than the almost 
mawkish tribute to what a beautiful sl1ht "she" was, 
standing there In the harbor once again In mint 
condition hardlI a word was said about the statue 
Itself and the civilization that made It possible. 

Our girt rrom France, and that most beautlrul 
or all great bridges •· the Brooklyn Bridae •· were 
erected i:lurlng the same decade, and they sfand today 
as two or the greatest engineering achievements or 
the modern worlcl, besides being outstandin_g works 
or art In their conception and realization. They are 
worthy rivals or the wonders or tbe ancient world, 
and they are at least egual to anything that was 
accomplfsbed In the 20tli century . with the aid or 
telephones and now co.piers and computers t o  
racllltate such ambitious projects. 

As a youngster g_rowing UP. In New Jersey, I 
climbed the steps lnsfde the colossus rrom France 
and looked out at the entrance to the harbor rrom 
the crown, and I walked across the Brooklyn Bridge 
more than once as a young man; realizing perhaps
for the first time the meaning o civilization. 

Do we not owe the dreamers and artisans and 
builders or the 19th century our re-dedication t o  
pursuits as peacdul and constructive u theirs were 
when they thought they were contributing to a 
ruture that would go on and on •· world without end 
•· rorever? How many seconds will It · take to
demolish and even vaporize the Statue of Liberty 
and the Brooklyn Bricfge Ir we allow the nuclear
arms race to last long enouah to bear Its inevitable 
bitter fruit? The Irony is tbat we will be doln1 this 
in the name or liberty. 

Clem Droz 
Smlthfiat CA 

YET ANOTHER WIVES' TALE 

Can you believe that peo_ple are stlll getting 
married? I can't believe that I was suckerei:I Into 
wearing a pink bridesmaid's dress and Into acting 
clvlle for a few hours. My patience ended when 
reception time came and I changed back into black 
and boots. Sister happll)'. married thank God n o  
longer kind of a spinster, boring shit to talk about, 
life is fucking hectic, why do I ao all tbJs? Finals 
on Monday after extremely long airplane ride with 
brats. I am so· sick of druas and drlnkln1 and 
smoking and llvlng, but I miss my honey. ... 

I didn't think that I would. I will talk abou t 
that. I still love - my Flllplno friend. Why my 
libido bas been magnetic toward skin from tlie rar 
-side of the world I i:lon't know, but that thin body,
dark hair, Just makes me wet between the l e g s  
sometimes, I mean t o  say I i;et tempted. Sin? I s  It 
a sin to love? Oh yeah, I m married, I 1uess the 
vows do say, " ... and to forsake all others " as I w a s
s o  conservative!{ reminded yesterday. But ruck, to 
forsake them al or what? It doesn't say that. Ir 
somebody's drowning, do I mind my own business
because i:•m married (I'll never forget the story or 
that old black guy In Detroit sayfng, "That ring 
don't stop up no lioles") or do I Jump In and save 
the dude because I'm a damn good swimmer? I really 

want to love peorle, i care ror so many people so
deeply (I cried a the wedding, I was so happy ror 
my sister and .lealous that I bad no such 
extravaganza) and fi's hard ror me to understand the 
concept or being ralthful to one man all my life. A 
whole llretlme! I wlJI love my man all my life, 
care for him the best I can, but ••• 

I'm not reall.Y all that conrused about this 
Issue. I know what I'm supP-osed to n...a..l do. It all 
bas to do with my body. I can't glvelt away so 
rreely anymore1 even though I'm 2S and as the years 
tick by fowara 30 I've been gettln_g more and more 
sexually aroused. It's Just that rm ultra-pissed orr 
that I can't have my cake and eat It too. I've got 
my securltyl but I miss the sensations or givfng
and recelv n1 pleasure rrom dl frerent people, 
different souls. I reel sad about feeling this way 
because I'm still In love with and attracted to my 
husband, but It doesn't seem to rm me up. Empty 
feeling. EspeclallI since as drugs leave my system, 
ener1y returns. Screw last month's letter, I wanna 
be straightedge so bad. I need some help, I need 
some love. And I love people so much I wish I 
could hug the world. 

Editor: 

Shine on 
Linda Lou 
Petaluma CA 
(moving to Novato) 

Kindly cancel my subscr(ptlon. 

Sally Howell 
Mendocino CA 

Gee, my first cancellation. I was starting to 
worry that I ml1ht -be losing my touch. 

LL 

A · Matter 0£ Taste . . .

President Reagan said that he wished 
his son Ron would "find something more dignified" 
than writing for Playboy magazine, recently banned 
from 7•11 stores for Its allegedly pornographic 
content Reagan made the comment In an Interview 
with that august Journal of public opinion and current 
affairs, People magazine. 

Oh Boy! More Chemicals! 
Proceedi,!lg apace with its plans ror the 

complete defoliation of Mendocino County, the 
California Department of Forestry bas announced that 
it is preparing to resume the use or chemical 
herbicides, including the Agent Orange-related 2,4-D 
on lands under its jurisdicion (meaning about half the 
county). 

The •asiest wa1, to def am• someone and
his opinion is to label him as loony' and 'ready for the 
funny farm.' It happens to me all the time. 

John Hinckley, Jr., 
quoted In US magazine and Its sister 
publication, The N•w R•public
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DRUG-CRAZED 
PRESIDENT VOWS TO 

LOCK UP COUNTRY 

People have been overdosing and dving 
for thousands of years on a variety of substances, food 
not least among them. Alcohol, America's favorite drug, 
can safely be said to be responsible for hundreds of 
thousands of deaths every year. So why all the hysteria 
and rush to find scapegoats when a couple of 
professional· athletes overload on cocaine and find their 
careers, not to mention their lives, cut short? 

Len Bias and Don Rogers were both 
young black men, part of a demographic group which can 
hardly be said to be of pressing imJ?Ortance to Americans 
as a whole. Hardly a day goes by 1n any of this country's 
inner cities when at least one or two other ¥oung black 
men don't die of drugs and/or violence. This isn't front 
page news; it usually doesn't make the papers at all, nor 
.do we hear cries for special investigations and vigorous 
prosecutions of all Involved. To put it blunt!Y, unless the 
young man involved is particularly talented at stuffing a 
ball through a hoor or carrying it down 4 field, a
substantial number o white Americans would greet news 
of his death with reactions varying from total incliff erence 
to "Good riddance.• 

But the current hullabaloo over cocaine 
goes beyond its threat to the nation's stable of high
priced professional athletes; the drug-related deaths of 
other "hot properties" like film star John Belushi have, if
anything, occasioned an even greater amount of hand
wnnging. But not content to loudly bewail the passing of 
another rich and famous junkie, the authorities feel 
compelled to find someone to pin the blame on rather 
than admit than one of our national heroes was just too 
plain stupid to know when to quit. So we see the 
ludicrous spectacle of the departed celebrities• drug
taking partners being indicted for murder, which should 
send a clear message to the younQ, namely that they 
shouldn't get high witn people. more important than they 
are. 

Now Ronald Reagan has lurched into the 
drug-fighting arena, reviving Ricnard Nixon's late-Sos 
crusadEt for a "drug-free America". In addition to hinting 
that he favors the death penalty for dealers, he is also 
trying to establish a precedent for mandatory drug testing 
that could ultimately result in people being unable to step 
outside their doors without being asked to urinate in a 
bottle. Universal drug testing probably would cut down 
on substance abuse; for that matter, the abolition of 
search warrants and such anachronisms as trial by jury 
would no doubt go a long way toward reducing all illegal 
behavior. Though statistics aren't readily available, I 
suspect there wasn't a lot of street crime In Nazi Germany. 

But what's all this really about? Does 
Ronald Reagan, who spends the greater part of his 
waking hours devising more efficient ways to kill people, 
really care about the ghetto youths, or even the white 
middle class students, who are frying their brains on the 
latest drug of the month? You'd think he'd be thrilled at 
the prospect of a whole generation of mentally impaired 
young people to populate the infantries needed for his 
next few wars. 

No, the name of this game is control, 
control on a scale never achieved by any government in 

history. The most onerous dictatorships of the past have 
generally been satisfie(f with an external display of 
obedience from their subjects; the emerging despotism 
is truly totalitarian in nature because it demands total 
devotion. Urine and/or blood tests are only a first step; it 
can't be too long before technology makes possible the 
brainscans that will take thou9htcrime out of the realms of 
science fiction and into the rruast of our daily lives. 

At the risk of becoming blue in the face, 
I'll say once more that the danger posed to our society by 
drug abuse is infinitesimal compared with the threat 
presented to not only our basic liberties but to our very 
existence by our pathologically stupid President. So 
quick to appfy the principles of .social Darwinism to nearly 
every other area, it's strange that Reagan doesn't see 
drugs as an effective tool for weeding out the mentally 
and physically infirm from the brave new America he has 
set about creating. 

The truth, of course, is that drugs don't 
destroy the best and brightest of our youth, as the 
politicians and would-be moralists would have us believe. 
The people most likely to become addicted to drugs are 
the same sheep-like creatures who, in the absence of 
chemical distractions, can be counted on to fill the 
churches. armies, and factories that keep the whole 
system going. Some might argue that, as bad as such 
institutions are, they are a necessary evil of a functioning 
society. But then again, if Reagan and company truly 
believe in the free enterprise system, as they so 
monotonously ·proclaim, then they should be willing to 
allow citizens (or their modern-day incarnation, 
consumers) to choose their own opiates, so to speak. 

If record numbers of people are willing to
risk death or permanent brain damage to attain a 
temporary escape from the pressures of daily existence, 
what's needed is not more cops and prisons (ask anyone 
who's ever been in jail how easy it is to get drugs in there; 
not surprising, since police and drug aealers are often 
one and the-same). But some serious questions ought to. 
be asked about the kind of world we are creating in which 
drugs have become such a fact of life. In order to carry 
the Reagan drug program through to its logical 
conclusion, some 25 million people would need to be 
locked up or placed under some kind of supervision. 
That's one out of every ten Americans, and it doesn't 
even include quite a few million more alcoholics who 
present as great or even greater danger to themselves 
and society. 

Human beings have passed most of their 
time on this planet without the benefit of drug laws,. and . 
there is no reason to suspect the survival of the species is 
imperiled now by those who see oblivion as more 
palatable alternative than the place offered them in 
society. It's worth noting that native peoples like the 
American Indians and Allstralian aboriginals had virtually 
no knowledge of or interest in alcohol until they were 
dispossessea of their land and hunted down like animals 
by alien invaders. Could it be that Mr. and Mrs. America, 
too, are starting to feel like strangers in their own land? 

Th• chl•f contribution of 
Protsstantism to human thought is its massivs 
proof that God is a bor1. 

H.L. Mencken

11 inslnc•rltJ such a t1rribl• thing? 
I think not. It is m1rdy a m.thod by which w• can 
multiply our psrsonalltiu. 

Osc:ar Wilde 
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BE R JERK,. GO TO WOR K 

by Joe Britz 

Do you ever feel a sudden, frenzied, 
mixed-up colllslon of emotions In your head? I'm 
reellna like that at this very moment (July 21, 
1986, 12:32 A.M, to be exact). I was attemptlna 
to write sometblna about the nlabtmare of work, 
but after allowlna all of the day's experiences to 
settle In I'd rather let my P.en act ·as a sort of 
umblllcal cord to my brafn for a wbUe· and let fate 
take Its own path (what the bell la be talking 
about?). 

My day beaan, like most of them do, 
with me waking up. This In Itself la an exciting 
event ff you're in tune to nature, your environment, 
and all that crap (starting to slip 6aek into a lUtl• 
of that N•w York attUuu, •h, Jo•? - Ed.) 
Granted, not beina required to drac myself to a 
boring Job Increases the enjoyment a milllonfold, 
but If sllould be worth remembering regardless of 
your .plans. After all, what If· you never woke up 
again. Besides being a candidate for President of 
tlie U.S., there'd be little future In it. So after 
thumbin1 throu_gh the horrors of the daUy paper 
(more ald to S-outb Africa's government more 
chemical weapons, more flghtln1., less lood for the 
hungry.. you ltnow the story). l listened to a few 
records and bad a conversation with a couple or
lnterestlnc folks, Definitely a relaxina method to 
prepare myself for another day In the outside arena. 

Now It wu time. to bicycle my way 
through the rat maze of downtown San Francisco to 
meet my girlfriend tor lunch (breakfast for me; us 
unemployed barell get up In time for 'normal'
lunchtime). As wove through the formidable 
b..u..s.I..ness streets, I approacheil my destination: 
Emoarcadero Center 1141, It's a hu1re 1.rey butldlng_ 
with three ualy carbon copies (fma&Inatively tilled 
numben 1, 2, and. 3). Once inside life becomes 
even drearier. Few slans of lndlvlduallty, dlg_nlty, 
or Joy were noticeable. But bey, you're only -Yorced 
to waste away 80,000 boars of your life In this 
atmosphere, no hi& deal. 

Anpay, as the work-a-day 
automatons would he proud to bear, I forced myself 
to complete my usi1ned task, It wasn't a very 
difficult chore as I was goln1 to meet someone who 
would shed some lfgbt Into the stlfilng 
surroundlnp. So Ann and I talked tor an hour, 
acted sllly, ate1 laughed a lot, and my gloomy 
thoughts qulck1y disappeared. Does rove move 
mountains, or what? Ob Jeez, do we aotta bear this 
nonsense now? Nab, I'll move alone ro my further 
adventures. 

Next on the agenda was to bike along 
the San Francisco Bay for some tourist-like 
gawklnc. This can tie another depressln1 activity 
when cau1ht betwen tthe money-hungry businessmen 
and eaeer tourists. What's the point of waiting on 
lines (t"hat's La. lws in California, Jo• - Ed.) a n d  
spendlnc lots or cash when you can "do u the 
natives do,n so to speak? 

I finally decided that enough was 
enough, and rolled on home. It's a tun p�ace with 
neato roomates. Me, David, Larry, and soon-to
return Dave make up an energetic, close-knit, happy 
bunch. And we've made It through one whole month 
already! So I Joked around with my rummies, er, 
roomies, ate a couple of delicious homemade 
burritos, and read a couple chapters of the latest 
Kurt Vonneaut hook

\.. 
Galapagos. By the way{ what

an amazlna noveU 1 he message Is clear: Tb nk 
Sensibly! The seemingly simple narrator of the 
story, living one million ).'ears In the future, asks 
If the relatively lari;,e brains of humans living In 
1986 might not be nearly fatal defects In the 
evolution or the human race" because of their 
ignorant, creedy, and heartless tendencies. Good 
question! 

My long day_ ended with a �lay, a 
first for me. Titled Rap Mast•r Ronnu, It was a 

continually hilarious goof on the double R as well 
as on the system In aeneral. Unfortunately, unless 
I miss my guess the 16-20 dollar admission wfll 
Ironically limit the audience to the liberal yuppie 
crowd that the play lampoons (I aot in ror free, 
natch). 

Now1 as I'm 6 Slttln' here restln' m_y 
bones," (yeah� Otis!) I'm thinking__ about a typical 
day or mine a. few months ago. Theil, trapped In 
the old 9 to 5, eat, .sleep, and stumble forward 
routine, a 24 hour period wu unmemorable. I was 
an uncommunicative (except trite elevator talk), 
emotionally stagnant (perpetually depressed), and 
hopeless automaton. So, even tboucli I may some 
day have to return to the "work force"I I've learned
a valuable lesson: Time ain't money, t's precious! 

The Collapse of the Empire and Other Erotic 
Fantasies, The Peace Mob - Greg Fain and Mike White, 
cassette, available at Rough Tracie, or write 1035 Revere Ave, 
San Fraricisco CA Q:4124 

"True poetry ls dead,• intoned Jim 
Morrison In Horss Latitudes, his own better than average 
stab at the genre. And in the 20 years since, little has 
happened to contradict that pronouncement; poetry, one 
of humanity's primal art forms, has largely deteriorated into 
a profitless refuge for the neurotic and untalented. 

It's easy to forget that the first poets were 
wild men and women in the finest sense of the word, 
combining rhyme and rhythm, the Intellectual and the 
visceral, In a way that mirrors the essence of what it is to 
be human. Poetry and music were once nearly 
Inseparable, and neither one amounts to much without a 
beat, yet that is exactly what has long been lacking in the 
drawing room version of poetry foisted off on us by 
generations of moth-eaten academics. For years the best 
advice one could give a would be poet was to join a rock 
and roll band. 

That's still not a bad plan, but for the first 
time in my memory, I've come across a poet who, with 
nothing more than his words and the way he pronounces 
them, makes the majority of rock and roll bands sound 
like anemic doodlers. His name is Greg Fain; I .first · 
encountered him reading solo at a benefit to stop the 
Green River murders (LOOKOUT #18), and now, 
accompanied by guitarist Mike White, he's put together a 
cassette release that could do more to revive the art of 
poetry than laying all of the nation's English professors 
end to end and bulldozing them into a pit. 

Greg says his piece with a passion and 
intensity that often resembles rap music, but his words 
are light-years beyond the self-indulgent ego-strutting 
that too often characterizes that art form (with notable 
exceptions; The Message, by Grandmaster Flash, is a 
reasonable approximation of what Greg might sound like 
set to a dance floor mix). 

And Greg's words (I keep wanting to call 
them lyrics) certainly don't lack for messages, but they're 
not the preachy, didactic sort that give most "politicat art 
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such a bad name. They feature highly topical themes, 
but drawn through an intensely personal perspective; a 
coupJe of my favorites are Money Junkie and Acid Rain.

The musical accompaniment i s  
interesting; an  only semi-rhythmic processed electric 
gujtar, it's a direct co�nterpoint to Greg's slam-bang vocal 
delivery. It works most of the time, though occasionally 
the Eno-esque effects get a little ethereal for my t�stes 
(please allow a n_on-poet a little alliterative indulgen_ce). 
I'm looking forward to one day hearing Greg backed by a 
full rock and roU band. 

But just as it is, this tape stands as more 
than a minor masterpiece. If you love the English 
language and were afraid that we were running out of 
people who know how to use it, let Greg Fain show you 
that your fears are groundless. 

Bay Mud, Various Artists, Cassette, available for $31rom 
David Hayes, POB 14292. San Francisc:a CA 94114 

This 90 minute compilation of Bay Area 
bands has it all: quality recording, smooth sequencing, 
diverse music, good lyrics (with partial booklet), 23 (I) 
bands, including, Clown Alley, Rabid Lassie, Rhythm 
Pigs, Lookouts, Short Dogs Grow, Half Blind, and Legion 
of Doom, to name only a few. Only three measly bucks -
whata deall 

-Joe Britz 
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Limited Potential, Various Artists, Cassette, available for 
$3 from Mike Safreed, POB 32011, Dayton OH 45432 

· . A compilation of eight bands f rom· 
different parts of the USA: Poetic Justice Group of 
Individuals, Nasal Waste, Hates, Dead Silence, Your Fonn 
of Government, Roadkill, and Lookouts (again? they 
must really be pushing the product). Sound quality 
varies; at times it gets a bit generic, but the overall energy 
is pretty strong. 

Second ·opinion: -Joe Br1ti· 

One sorig, Bears Aren't Cool, by Your 
Fann of Government, almost by itself makes this tape 
worthwhile ("Bears aren't· cool, when they bite your leg; 
bears aren't cool, when they eat your kids"). Also 
included is a-savage bit of poetry on the brainwashing of 
kids by Crito T, from somewhere in Wisconsin. If you 
send away for this tape, ask about Mike's fanzine too 
also called Limited Potential. At $1.50 postpaid, it's a little 
expensive compared to the LOOKOUT, but it's got more · 
pages and all sorts of snazzy graphics and sno tty 
opinions. Check it out. 

-LL 

APP.LY HERE 
l='OR THE 

DETRc,r POLICE 

photoa by Natalie 
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Hello, I Must Be Going ... 

I have a hard time�� ID people where I 
live or what exactly it is rm in such a big bury to do, or why I 
don't have time to <lo all the things I want or riced to. I have a 
hard time, in fact, expJaining it to myself. 

Nobody can be in two pla:es at once. riS!ht? 
How about this: can two thoughts exist simultaneously in die same 
brain? And if.so, does one inevitably have to win out over the 
other? 

I guess what's got me going around in circles 
(up and down. actually, jf you look at a map) is my yo-yo-like 
&o� baclc and forth between San Francisco andMendocino 
and their respective states of mind. I know many of� will find 
it hard ID muster much sympatJiy for someone who is "forced" to 
divide his time between two of the most beautiful places on earth, 
but rm not looking_ for s�y; rm just tr}'U!g to undmtand. 

� might� my inatiility and/or refusal 
to choose one way: of life ana stick to it as proof that I still haven't 
grown up; reasonable people eventually accept that the fact that the 
majori� of their dreams are not likely to ever come true., so they 
settle for one or two approximations and discard the rest as 
emotional tax write-offs. But rve never been noted for being 
reasonable; I want a life that p;s off die charts. 

Another pio!Jlematic issue for me: how do you 
choose between � and play? Should there be a difference? 
For most people,�. woit is� unpleasant and 
tedious that you do in order to survive, making the need for a time 
of recreation and p!a)r obvious. But in a more m�dy Oldered 
world, WOlit would represent the creative �_g of one's 
phvsical and mental �wers into activities that benefit both oneself 
ana society at large. If that's what yourjob were really like, 
they'd have to pay you to tab a day otr. 

No �blem for me there; since die major labors 
of my life, my band aria this magazine, more often than not end up 
costing me money:, I probably would be better off fmancially if I 
just lay around. doing nothirui. And being (?fa naturally lazy 
temperament, it's a wonder that I don't do Just that. 

But I can't. Oh, I "waste" plenty of time that I 
could be� to better advantage, but i'm alwa� i:1oi!tg 

- spm,:th� even if it's dftly re-mading old magazines for the 12th
tune or umiltg m}' brairi in search of a cover� for the next 
LOOKOUT. What l ,4oo:t seem to ever do is just have fun." Oh 
� there's the deeD mner satisfaction when another issue of the 
LOOKOUT is off die and in the mail, and the tin.Rlin2. on
the-ed e exhilaration �onning live music, and the-rusfi"of 
pleas� excitement when I see or hear my efforts oraised. but the 
pure, mindless dissipation of care? Not for me: rve always got 
so� my mincL So you tell me: does this indicate a 
psyc;iio· disorder on my� or does it merely prove diat 
rm here on lmporr,!1lt Business? 

But how does all this tie into my feelings of 
geo-cultural scluzophrenia? It's not a case where I WOlit in one 
place and play in another, or as Oscar Wilde puts it, "When in 
town, one amuses oneself; when in the COUD!t'Y one amuses other 
people.• But there is a clear distinction: in Mendocino l!1Y work is 
most1x p�ysi:al and my pleasures cerebral: in the City, the 
opposite IS true. 

Well. not exactly; that's where more confusion
sets in. Putting the-LOOKOUT together is on of my �test 
pleasures. but 1t is definitely wort.: Cutting firewood or digging 
m the garden is work. too, f>ut the only time I get �we out oI 
those chores is when they're done. And even then. it's a �erse 
sort of pleasure, akin to that ex�enced by the man who nas just 
stoppec1 hitting his head against the wall. 

But someone with a distaste for physical labor 
is not likely to �per in the country unless he is wealthy enough 
to pay someone else to do his work for him, That leaves me out; 
should I then resign myself to life in a modern urban apartment 
equipped with techno-cruise control? 

And forget about the soul-st;irring desolation of 
my harsh and beautiful mountains? How could I? I remember so 
clearly, though not at all in words, the first time I saw the land that 

would later become my home, under the wmhed-out moonlight of 
late winter. Sp<?tadic patches of dirty but still iridescent snow 
clung to the highest peak. At its to� brooded a fire service lookout 
tower (yes, that's where the LOOKOUT got its name); its 
boardecl-up windows ap�ared as insautably squinting eyes that 
saw all and aclcnowledged nothing. 

No, 1 can't choose; I need both ways of life. 
need the scorching summer sun and me clammy� summer fog. 
the piegnant stillness and the random chaos, the solliude and the 
press of humanity. rd bet a lot of people feel the same way, and 
too few of them have the� I do. 

But this QPPQ!'tllni�" doesn't come without its 
price tag. From downtown San Francisco to the door of my 
mountain home is nearlY. S hours by car, and I hate to drive. The 
only puplic transit available is offered by the continuing criminal 
enterprise; known as Greyhoud Bus Lines. That adds another two 
houri to the !riP and dou61es the cost $22 for a cattle-car ride at 
the mercy of (usually) surly drivers, and including a mandaJoey 
lunch stpp at the Ukiah Burger King (well, you have to stop tJiere; 
so far, they haven't started forcing you to eat the stuff). 

The real solution, diough I fear it may be too 
much to accomplish all by m� is to bnng the country to the 
city, and vice versa. Take a crowbar to some of those pointless 
streets and sidewalks and �lace them with trees and vegetable 
gardens. Spray paint 21'3ffi6 on the redwoods (just kidding, eco
freaks). Tum automo6iles into_planten and install su�ways to the 
North Coast. Tum the Pacific Stock Exchqe into a nqntcyf.Qnk 
for Willits good ol' boys, and _put die yuppies to WOlit shovelling 
manure on the marijuana fields (they're tbe ones that end up 
smoking most of die sblff, anyw{ly}. 

Yes, there are 1ois of improvements I could 
make. but all this meandering baclc and forth between realities has 
got me worn out. Somebody wake me up when things start 
malcing sense again. 

Patriotism . is a /orm of canc,r 
Don't lat it ,at your lif1 away 

Vicious Circle ·. 
To be natllral i.s such a difficult pas, 

to k11p up. 

Oscar WIide 
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